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- No modifications on the text you placed on your slide. - Slides are protected by default, and unprotect automatically. - Each slide can be converted into a bitmap image (JPEG, BMP, etc..). - Ability to specify the target resolution or to directly change the resolution of the embedded
Powerpoint presentation (PS, PSX, PDF, etc..). - The slide title is automatically changed to 'Protected Title'. - The notes are transferred to the new protected presentation. - A mouse click on the slide title will protect the slide. A mouse click on the slide title will unprotect the slide. -
Control the visibility of the slide title. - Manage the menu bar. - Integrate the Cracked PPTools Protect With Keygen into your PPT environment with a click of a button. - Export and import an existing unprotected PPT into a protected PPT. - Super-Security: Only 2 Password will be

required to use PPTools Protect. This allows you to easily share your presentations with colleagues. - Can be installed into a different folder or directly onto an office computer. - Can be used both for PowerPoint 2010 and for PowerPoint 2013. - Uses the PPProtect format, which is a
safer format than the password protected one. - No risk of internal or external modification of the original files. - PPTools Protect 8.5 Crack is the latest version of PPTools Protect. - The latest PPTools Protect 9.0 Crack supports the latest PowerPoint versions. - PPTools Protect 9.0

Crack is a free crack of PPTools Protect 8.5. Stradus Split Music is a powerful, light weight, and user friendly music splitter software for Windows. The application not only allows you to split multiple songs of MP3, WMA, MP4, AAC, WAV into several pieces but also allows you to get
the original music after splitting. As for the intuitive operation, it can split the music files you choose as input and output at different time points, to multiple tracks in any desired format, and preview the output music tracks before output. With this music splitter, you can split your

music files to different tracks or just different sections in your music. Just in case there are lots of music files, that you want to split, you can split them to parts in the certain time period. Wise Plotter 1.0 Wise Plotter is a command

PPTools Protect Download For PC

Protect your presentations! PPTools Protect Free Download is a useful and easy-to-use Powerpoint add-in that enables you to protect your presentations from being edited or modified. By using PPTools Protect you are able to generate a copy of your original PPT presentation and
convert each slide to a bitmap image. Thus, you have the possibility to prevent unauthorized use of your presentations. Moreover, you can transfer slide titles, make the selected titles invisible to others, choose the target resolution and Powerpoint version that will play back your
presentation and transfer the notes to the new protected presentation. Main Features: Protect your presentations! PPTools Protect is a useful and easy-to-use Powerpoint add-in that enables you to protect your presentations from being edited or modified. By using PPTools Protect
you are able to generate a copy of your original PPT presentation and convert each slide to a bitmap image. Thus, you have the possibility to prevent unauthorized use of your presentations. Moreover, you can transfer slide titles, make the selected titles invisible to others, choose

the target resolution and Powerpoint version that will play back your presentation and transfer the notes to the new protected presentation. It can convert text and shapes in your Powerpoint document to all the supported formats. - Click on a linked image or media file (movie,
video, audio, presentation) in your presentation and click on "Export" then choose which format you prefer. - Click on any placeholder text and click on "Export" then choose which format you prefer. - Select your slide and click on "Protect Slide" then choose the export format you
prefer. - Create a custom or protected presentation by modifying the options and exporting it. - Manage your protected presentations. - View the slide titles, notes and media. - Export slides to a different Powerpoint document - By using PPTools Protect you are able to generate a

copy of your original PPT presentation and convert each slide to a bitmap image. Thus, you have the possibility to prevent unauthorized use of your presentations. The application is completely safe to use. In no way the protection is visible while using it, so you can open it to
another Powerpoint document even after using it. PPTools Protect is suitable for beginners and experts. There are no configuration files to enter, just press the buttons and PPTools Protect will protect your presentations for you. - Efficiently use Powerpoint. PPTools Protect
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★ Convert PPT slide to separate images. ★ Modify the slide titles and options. ★ Protect presentation from modification. ★ Protect from unauthorized viewing and editing. ★ Protect from losing the slides by copying it. ★ Copy the notes from one PPT to other PPT. ★ Prohibit showing
the titles in PPT ★ Remove the parts you do not need. ★ Secure the presentation by saving it in PPT format. ★ Change the original PPT to a PPTX file. ★ Generate PPTX in various resolutions. ★ Convert all changes to PDF. ★ Generate a new presentation of original slides. ★ Restrict
access to presentation by printing it. ★ Change the slide format to x-resolution. ★ Prohibit the printing of slides. ★ Lock the slide of unauthorized editing. ★ Generate PPT files for different PPT versions. ★ Secure your work with a password. ★ Lock a presentation for others. ★
Restrict the view of the presentations in PPT for PPT versions. ★ Seal a presentation. ★ Export a presentation to several file formats. ★ Lock the presentation for viewing only. ★ Lock the PPT for editing only. ★ Lock the PPT for printing only. ★ Lock the PPT for not asking permission
to be viewed by others. ★ Lock the PPT for viewing only by a specific list of users. ★ Lock the PPT for editing only by a specific list of users. ★ Lock the presentation for printing. ★ Lock the presentation for viewing by a specific list of users. ★ Lock the presentation for view in PPT
format. ★ Lock the presentation for viewing in PDF format. ★ Lock the presentation for editing in PDF format. ★ Lock the presentation for printing in PDF format. ★ Lock the presentation for printing. ★ Lock the presentation for viewing in PowerPoint format. ★ Lock the presentation
for viewing in PDF format. ★ Lock the presentation for editing in PDF format. ★ Lock the presentation for printing in PDF format. ★ Lock the presentation for printing. ★ Lock the presentation for viewing in Excel format. ★ Lock the presentation for viewing in PDF format. ★ Lock the
presentation for editing in PDF format. ★ Lock the presentation for printing in PDF format. ★ Allow only the last 3 slides to be accessed. ★ Prohibit editing outside of Microsoft Office on any computer

What's New In?

5) PPTools Protect 2.6.1 PPTools Protect is a useful and easy-to-use Powerpoint add-in that enables you to protect your presentations from being edited or modified. By using PPTools Protect you are able to generate a copy of your original PPT presentation and convert each slide to
a bitmap image. Thus, you have the possibility to prevent unauthorized use of your presentations. Moreover, you can transfer slide titles, make the selected titles invisible to others, choose the target resolution and Powerpoint version that will play back your presentation and
transfer the notes to the new protected presentation. PPTools Protect Description: 6) PPTools Protect 1.5.9.0 PPTools Protect is a useful and easy-to-use Powerpoint add-in that enables you to protect your presentations from being edited or modified. By using PPTools Protect you are
able to generate a copy of your original PPT presentation and convert each slide to a bitmap image. Thus, you have the possibility to prevent unauthorized use of your presentations. Moreover, you can transfer slide titles, make the selected titles invisible to others, choose the
target resolution and Powerpoint version that will play back your presentation and transfer the notes to the new protected presentation. PPTools Protect Description: 7) PPTools Protect 1.5.9.0 PPTools Protect is a useful and easy-to-use Powerpoint add-in that enables you to protect
your presentations from being edited or modified. By using PPTools Protect you are able to generate a copy of your original PPT presentation and convert each slide to a bitmap image. Thus, you have the possibility to prevent unauthorized use of your presentations. Moreover, you
can transfer slide titles, make the selected titles invisible to others, choose the target resolution and Powerpoint version that will play back your presentation and transfer the notes to the new protected presentation. PPTools Protect Description: 8) PPTools Protect 2.6.5.1 PPTools
Protect is a useful and easy-to-use Powerpoint add-in that enables you to protect your presentations from being edited or modified. By using PPTools Protect you are able to generate a copy of your original PPT presentation and convert each slide to a bitmap image. Thus, you have
the possibility to prevent unauthorized use of your presentations. Moreover, you can transfer
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System Requirements For PPTools Protect:

Vista or Windows 7 1.4 GHz Dual Core Processor 3 GB of RAM DirectX 9.0c compatible graphics card with 256 MB of video RAM (graphics card must support Pixel Shader 4.0) Windows 7 or Windows Vista DirectX 9.0c compatible graphics card with 128 MB of video RAM (graphics
card must support Pixel Shader 3.0) Windows 8 Intel i3 dual core (Sandy Bridge-
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